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Miami City Ballet chooses NAB
to help with Nutcracker training
Miami City Ballet has asked Naples Academy of Ballet
to assist with the training of students who are chosen to
perform in the Nutcracker to be performed at ArtisNaples on Dec 6 and 7. Christophe Maraval will assist
with the student’s preparation and all rehearsals will be
held at NAB’s studio. Below is an excerpt from Miami
City Ballet’s press release on August 28, 2014:
Darleen Callaghan, Miami City Ballet School Director states, “It
is a terrific opportunity for the children to perform with a worldclass ballet company in a large scale, high caliber, professionally
- produced ballet. I am grateful to Christophe Maraval of Naples
Ballet and Naples Academy of Ballet for partnering with us to
find and rehearse area talent to perform in our production of The
Nutcracker at Artis-Naples this year.”

“We are proud to be a
part of this renowned
performance. This is a
wonderful opportunity we
have and I hope we can
help Miami City Ballet
with the process.”
- Toshiko Tompkins

Did you know?
The Nutcracker ballet premiered at
the Mariinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg on 18 December 1892.


The Nutcracker's full length production first appeared in the United
States in 1944, by the San Francisco
Opera Ballet under the direction of
William Christensen.


According to German legend, nutcrackers bring good luck to your family and protect your home . For that
reason, nutcrackers were popular
Christmas presents for children.


The Nutcracker 2013

Naples Ballet– The Nutcracker
Every winter Naples Ballet puts on, as their
seasons show, George Balanchine’s The Nutcracker. In keeping with our mission to promote
the field of classical ballet and art education
within the Naples community, this year will be
no different. The show is anticipated to take
place the weekend of December 20th at Gulf
Coast High School.
Tickets will be available within the next month
by calling the NAB office at 239.732.1000. We
hope to see you there!

Sponsorship
Opportunities
for the 2014
Show
ORCHESTRA– In 2013 Naples Ballet
was incredibly fortunate to be able to
pair with an orchestra under the direction of Auraora Wells. The beauty of
the live music during the performance
created an absolutely amazing experience. A sponsor is still needed to cover the expense of the orchestra for the
2014 Nutcracker production.

PLAYBILL— Naples Ballet has space
in its playbill for your companies advertisement. A variety of page sizes are
available for purchase. The geographical locations of the attendees ensures
your advertisement is seen by much of
the Naples, Estero, & Marco Island
area.
For further information on these opportunities, please email :
giving@naplesballet.org

Outreach in
Naples
Naples Ballet is a non-profit
dance company dedicated
to setting the highest standards of artistic excellence in
the art of ballet.
Our vision is to preserve
classical ballet and provide
cultural enrichment in our
communities by creating
awareness of ballet through
performance, outreach and
dance education.
In the past we have partnered with Golden Gate Elementary School to provide a
successful after school program once a week. The
hope with the outreach programs provided by Naples
Ballet is to involved students
in Ballet as a way to keep
them active, introduce them
to ballet, and to help gain
more confidence.

The Boy’s and Girl’s Club of Naples
agrees to have NAB teach dance
At a meeting held on Friday, Sept 5th between
The Boy’s and Girl’s Club of Naples, Toshiko
Tompkins and Christophe Maraval, it was agreed
that NAB would teach a dance class twice a week
at their facility on Davis Blvd .

We expect that there will be 10 to 15 students per
class and we will be teaching them a modified
Ballet I.

Fall Semester
Twenty-Two new students have signed up
for fall classes
We are excited to have 22 new students joining NAB ranging in
age from 4-14. We also have 14 scholarship students dancing
with us this fall, 4 of whom are new.

Contact Us
Give us a call for more information
about sponsorship opportunities:
Naples Academy of Ballet
1005 5th Ave N
Naples, Florida 34102
(239) 732-1000
giving@naplesballet.org

New classes offered

Visit us on the web at
www.naplesballet.org

NAB is offering two new classes every Wednesday morning.
There is a “Mommy & Me Class” at 10 am followed by a “Ballet
for 3 year olds” at 10:30. New students are welcome to join.

Naples Academy of Ballet
1005 5th Ave North
Naples, FL 34102
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